Getting Started with the Course Environment

Edit Mode
The Edit Mode button allows you to change the view of content on the screen. To add or edit content, turn Edit Mode to On. To preview content as a student will see it, turn Edit Mode to Off.

Breadcrumbs
Breadcrumbs appear at the top of pages and provide links back through the path you navigated through to get to the current page.

Course Menu
The course menu includes links to the content in the course. The order of the items in the menu is customizable. It can be arranged by subject or the order in which you would like students to progress through the materials.
Banner

A banner image can be included at the top the homepage of the course and at the top of any module page added to a course.

Drag and Drop

Content Area and Course Menu can be repositioned to reflect the way you want it displayed. The Drag and Drop Arrows enable you to use the mouse to re-position items directly on a page by clicking on the item, dragging it to the desired location, and releasing the mouse. Items in the Main button.
Content Collection

Upload and store files that are used in the course content in this central repository. Create folders to organize your files and then link the files to areas of the course.

Control Panel

The Control Panel is the interface for managing the content, features, and appearance of a course or organization. It is accessible.

For additional support, visit http://uhd.edu/bbhelpform